Lesson Plan: Using Panopto to Enhance Teaching & Learning with Digital Media

Purpose & Objectives
This workshop introduces you to the basics of Panopto, a video platform which provides screencasting, lecture capture, live streaming, and video content management.

After completing this workshop, participants will be able to:
- enable Panopto in Canvas for seamless integration
- record, edit, caption and share instructional videos
- embed quizzes and link them to the Canvas Gradebook
- leverage Panopto in and out of the classroom

Audience
- Faculty

What We Cover
I. How to Access Panopto
   A. via Canvas
   B. via Web Browser
II. Interface
   A. Video Viewer
   B. Folder Management (My Folder, Course Folder, [Assignment] Folder)
III. Recording
   A. Sources (Main Screen, PowerPoint, Camera)
   B. Record a Video
IV. Editing and Captions
   A. Timeline (Removing/Adding Content: Cutting, Description, Table of Contents, Quizzes, YouTube, Website)
   B. Captioning (Automatic, Manual)
V. Sharing Via Canvas
   A. Via the Canvas LTI (Embedding Video)
   B. Collecting Student Quiz Submissions from Panopto